
InvestorsObserver Workshop



InvestorsObserver Workshop
• Market update
• What’s going on at InvestorsObserver: 
• Member-driven content: Questions, site demonstrations, 

etc.
• Can prepare slides for questions submitted ahead of 

time: Mention “workshop”
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What else is going on?
• Earnings season over
• Trade: Market still reacting to headlines, but effect is short lived
• Economic data points toward continued growth. 
• PPI was a little weak today
• Today’s Beige book

• “ Businesses generally remained optimistic about the near-term outlook, though most Districts noted 
concern and uncertainty about trade tensions--particularly though not only among manufacturers. A 
number of Districts noted that such concerns had prompted some businesses to scale back or postpone 
capital investment.“

• “Labor markets continued to be characterized as tight throughout the country, with most Districts 
reporting widespread shortages.”

• “Wage growth was mostly characterized as modest or moderate, though a number of Districts cited 
steep wage hikes for construction workers. Some Districts indicated that businesses were increasingly 
using benefits--such as vacation time, flexible schedules, and bonuses--to attract and retain workers, as 
well as putting more resources into training.”



Subscriber questions
From Bob: It appears to me with covered calls you can collect more premium in total if you 
sell a series of out of the money weekly options verses one monthly option (assuming the 
stock has weekly options). Your comments?

• This is generally correct. All things considered, four one-week calls will have a higher 
premium than one four-week call
• Commissions: You’re paying 4x the fees, while not collecting 4x the premium
• TIG algorithms have a cash minimum for covered calls for just that reason



Subscriber questions
Defending a credit spread

• Option is mostly to roll 
• This involves closing the current position and opening a new position
• Best case is you have basically the same position as the same credit, hoping for the 

stock to rise
• More likely, you end up either paying in or widening the spread, putting more at risk 

against a stock that just went against you.



Subscriber questions
Early assignment

• NOTE: with American-style options, early assignment is potentially possibly at any time.
• Typically, this only happens on ex-dividend dates. 

• Even then, not all ex-dividend dates are the same
• The cash value of the dividend must be GREATER than the extrinsic value in the option
• This means that deep ITM options and short-dated options are the most likely to be at 

risk of assignment
• Options you own can only be exercised by you. No risk on long options
• Puts cover the sale of a stock. The buyer of a put has the option to sell the stock, so early 

exercise would result in losing the dividend if anything.
• Early exercise only ever makes sense if extrinsic value is very low.



Early Assignment Checklist

• Is your sold call in the money?
• No? No problem

• Yes?  Keep going

• Is the dividend payment greater than the extrinsic value?
• No? No problem

• Yes? Take action!

• What are your options?
• Close the trade

• Roll the sold leg

Things to check:


